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Abstract
OBJECTIVES—To examine whether consistent low-risk drinking is associated with lower risk
of developing functional limitations among older adults.
METHODS—Data were obtained from five waves of the Health and Retirement Study. Function
was assessed by questions measuring four physical abilities and five instrumental activities of
daily living. Five different drinking patterns were determined using data over two consecutive
survey periods.
RESULTS—Over the follow-up periods, 38.6% of older adults developed functional limitations.
Consistent low-risk drinkers had lower odds of developing functional limitations compared to
consistent abstainers, and the effect of consistent low-risk drinking was greater among those 50–
64 years compared to those ≥65 years. Other drinking patterns were not associated with lower
odds of incident functional limitation.
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DISCUSSION—Consistent low-risk drinking was associated with lower odds of developing
functional limitations, and this association was greater among older middle-aged adults 50–64
years of age.
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Introduction
Many observational studies have evaluated links between alcohol consumption and a variety
of health outcomes. The beneficial effect of low to moderate alcohol use has been observed
in cardiovascular disease (Corrao et al., 2000; Mukamal et al., 2010), myocardial infarction
(Beulens et al., 2007; Mukamal et al., 2003), ischemic stroke (Elkind et al., 2006; Sacco et
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al., 1999), diabetes (Djousse et al., 2007), cognitive impairment (Mukamal et al., 2003; Stott
et al., 2008), and all-cause mortality (Jackson et al., 2003; Thun et al., 1997). The
preservation of independent functional ability is an important goal for many older adults,
and there is a growing interest in the connection between alcohol consumption and physical
and mental functioning among the older adult population. Although results from earlier
studies on the association between alcohol use and functional disabilities were mixed (Reid
et al., 2002), findings from more recent publications have been more consistent in
suggesting the association between low to moderate alcohol use and lower risk of functional
impairments among older adults (Cawthon et al., 2007; Chen & Hardy, 2009; Karlamangla
et al., 2009; Lang et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009; Maraldi et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2009; Wang
et al., 2002).
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A potential limitation in most studies evaluating the association of alcohol consumption and
health outcomes is that the assessment of quantity and frequency of alcohol use is measured
at a single time point. Studies evaluating drinking patterns have suggested that the amount of
an individual’s alcohol consumption changes over time. A longitudinal, population-based
study of patterns of alcohol use found that 26% of the general U.S. adult population changed
their drinking patterns over a 20 year period, either by becoming abstainers or by changing
their drinking and abstention status more than once (Moore et al., 2005). Another study
found that 20.6% of adults aged >50 years changed their drinking patterns over a 14-year
follow-up period (Platt et al., 2010).
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Findings from both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have suggested that various
factors, including age, gender, ethnicity, health status, heavier alcohol use, and previous
drinking problems, were associated with changes in alcohol consumption over time
(Brennan et al., 2010; Eigenbrodt et al., 2001; Fillmore et al., 2003; Kerr et al., 2002; Moore
et al., 2005; Platt et al., 2010). A few studies that evaluated the association of alcohol use
over time with health outcomes have found that abstainers have poorer health and more
serious illnesses compared to consistent moderate drinkers, and that a stable pattern of light
to moderate alcohol use was associated with lowest all-cause mortality (Emberson et al.,
2005; Fillmore et al., 2003; Gronbaek et al., 2004). One study compared the effect estimates
of alcohol use on cardiovascular outcomes and mortality when using only baseline alcohol
consumption as predictor and when using longitudinal patterns of alcohol consumption over
a 20-year period as predictor. Compared to the baseline alcohol consumption variable, the
longitudinal alcohol consumption variable decreased risk of cardiovascular outcomes and
mortality among those who were nondrinkers compared to light alcohol drinkers and
increased the risks of these outcomes among those who were regular heavy drinkers
compared to light drinkers (Emberson et al., 2005). This finding suggested the importance of
considering drinking patterns over time to more accurately evaluate the associations of
alcohol use with variety of health outcomes.
To address the association of longitudinal patterns of drinking and incident functional
limitation among older adults, we examined data from U.S. adults 50 years and older who
participated in the Health and Retirement Study (HRS). We hypothesized that consistent
pattern of low-risk drinking is associated with lower risk of developing functional
limitations among older adults.

Methods
The HRS is a biennial survey of a nationally representative sample of all communitydwelling adults in the contiguous United States. We examined drinking patterns and
development of functional limitations over two 4-year periods using data from 5 waves of
the HRS (1998–2006). Alcohol consumption in 1998 and 2000 was used as a predictor for
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incident functional limitation between 2000 and 2002 (first period) and alcohol consumption
in 2002 to 2004 was used as a predictor for incident functional limitation between 2004 and
2006 (second period).
Study Sample
For the 2000 wave of the HRS, 19,017 community-dwelling adults 50 years and older were
surveyed primarily through telephone interviews, and the overall response rate was 86.8%
(http://hrsonline.isr.umich.edu/sitedocs/sampleresponse.pdf). The analytic sample for this
study included 5,594 participants in the 2000 wave who had no functional limitations in
2000, had data on alcohol use in 1998 and 2000, and had data on functional status in 2002
(Figure 1). Data from these individuals contributed to the first period analyses. Of these
participants, 2,969 individuals remained free of functional disability in 2004, and 2,804 of
them had data on functional status in 2006, and their data contributed to the second period
analyses. These two period samples were merged for the final regression analyses.
Study Variables
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Outcome: Development of Functional Limitations—The outcome for this study was
development of functional limitations in 2002 or 2006. Function was assessed by the ability
to complete nine activities consisting of four questions measuring physical abilities (e.g.
walking several blocks, climbing several flights of stairs, pushing or pulling heavy objects,
and lifting 10 pounds) and five questions measuring ability to perform instrumental
activities of daily living (IADLs) (e.g. using the telephone, preparing meals, shopping,
taking medications, and managing money). Individuals were considered to have functional
limitation if they had difficulties performing any of the nine tasks.
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Main Predictor: Drinking Patterns—HRS gathered alcohol use information by first
asking the participants whether they ever drank any alcoholic beverages. Those who did
were then asked how many days per week they consumed alcohol, and how many drinks
they consumed on days they drank in the last 3 months. Binge drinking was assessed by
asking how many days they consumed ≥4 drinks on one occasion in the last 3 months.
Average weekly alcohol use was calculated by multiplying the number of days per week and
number of alcoholic drinks per drinking day. Three drinking risk categories were determined
based on recommendation by the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
which defined the low-risk drinking limit as 1) ≤14 drinks/week for men <65 years, 2) ≤7
drinks/week for women and men ≥65 years, and 3) no binge drinking for men and women of
all ages. Subjects who never drank any alcoholic beverages or who had no alcohol use in
past 3 months were classified as abstainers; subjects who drank below the drinking limit
were classified as low-risk drinkers; subjects who drank above the drinking limit were
classified as high risk drinkers. Drinking patterns for year 2000 were determined by the
drinking risk categories in 1998 and 2000, and drinking patterns for year 2004 were
determined by drinking risk categories in 2002 and 2004. The five drinking patterns were: 1)
consistent abstainers (abstainer for both periods), 2) consistent low-risk drinkers (low-risk
for both periods), 3) consistent high risk drinkers (high risk for both periods), 4) recent
quitters (drinker in first period and abstainer in second period), and 5) other mixed patterns
(different drinking risk categories in the two periods). These drinking patterns were defined
to be mutually exclusive.
Study Covariates—Other covariates that were included in the analyses were selected
based on known associations with alcohol consumption and impairment of functional
abilities. Sociodemographic variables included age, gender, race/ethnicity (non-Hispanic
white vs. Hispanic or non-white), living situation (coupled or partnered vs. not coupled or
partnered), education (less than high school vs. high school or more), annual household
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income (less than median of $18,000 vs. more than $18,000), and employment status
(working vs. not working). Health-related variables included self-rated health (fair or poor
vs. good or very good or excellent), current smoker (yes vs. no), and nine possible medical
conditions reported by the subjects including hypertension, diabetes, cancer, chronic lung
disease, heart disease, congestive heart failure, stroke, arthritis, and psychiatric conditions
(yes vs. no for each comorbidity). Medical conditions were categorized into 0, 1, 2, or ≥3
comorbidities.
Statistical Analyses
Descriptive statistics of sociodemographic and health-related variables were calculated by
drinking patterns using means and standard deviations for continuous variables, and
frequencies and weighted percentages for categorical variables. Percentages were weighted
by the HRS respondent weights. These variables were compared by drinking patterns using
analysis of variance for continuous variables and chi-square tests for categorical variables.
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The random-effects multivariate logistic regression method was used to study association of
drinking patterns with the development of functional limitations over the two 4-year study
periods (drinking patterns in 1998–2000 as the predictor for incident functional limitation in
2002 and drinking patterns in 2002–2004 as the predictor for incident functional limitation
in 2006). With this longitudinal method, we allowed some covariates, such as age, self-rated
health status, smoking status, and number of chronic conditions, to vary according to the
answers provided to the different survey periods to account for possible changes in the value
of these variables over time within an individual. Unweighted data were used to generate
results from the regression analyses. To evaluate for effect-measure modification (Rothman,
Greenland, & Lash, 2008), which examined whether the effect of alcohol use differed
between different levels of certain covariates, we tested interactions between drinking
patterns with gender, self-rated health status, and age (50–64 years and ≥65 years). These
covariates were chosen because several studies have suggested that the magnitude of effect
of alcohol use on mortality and functional disabilities differed by gender and self-rated
health status (Karlamangla et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2002). Also, some
studies on alcohol use and functional disabilities included individuals between 50–64 years
of age (Chen & Hardy, 2009; Karlamangla et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2003;
Perreira & Sloan, 2002), while other studies included only individuals ≥65 years of age
(Cawthon et al., 2007; Lang et al., 2007; Maraldi et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2009). Therefore,
we decided to test whether the effect of alcohol consumption differed between those 50–64
years and those ≥65 years. Stratified analyses were performed if significant interactions
were detected. The stata command XTLOGIT was used to implement the random-effects
logistic regression analyses. All analyses were conducted using SAS version 9.1 and Stata/
SE version 10.1. The research protocol received ethical review and approval from the
Veterans Administration Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System Institutional Review
Board.
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Results
Sample Drinking Patterns
Close to half of the sample were consistent abstainers (48.3%), 20.5% were consistent lowrisk drinkers, 14.6% were consistent high risk drinkers, 4.3% were recent quitters, and
12.4% were mixed pattern drinkers (Table 1).
Incident Functional Limitation
Over the follow-up periods, 38.6% of the older adults developed functional limitations.
Among those with functional limitations, 83.4% had limitations due only to inability to
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perform at least one of the four physical tasks, 6.7% had limitations due only to performing
at least one of the IADLs, and 9.9% had difficulties in both physical tasks and IADLs. The
most common deficit was the inability to push or pull heavy objects.
Associations of Drinking Patterns and Development of Functional Limitations
In the random-effects multivariate logistic regression models, adjusted for the relevant
sociodemographic and health-related variables, individuals who were consistent low-risk
drinkers had 31% lower odds of developing functional limitations compared to consistent
abstainers. The other drinking patterns, especially recent quitters, were not associated with
lower odds of incident functional limitation compared to consistent abstainers (Table 2).
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In examining for effect-measure modification, the results suggested that the benefit of
consistent low-risk drinking had a larger protective effect for adults 50–64 years compared
with adults ≥65 years of age (Pinteraction=0.03). The interactions of drinking patterns with
gender (Pinteraction=0.72) and self-rated health status (Pinteraction=0.98) were not significant.
Because of these findings, we conducted additional multivariate analyses stratified by age
(50–64 years and ≥65 years). Individuals 50–64 years who were consistent low-risk drinkers
had a 51% decrease in odds of developing functional limitations compared to consistent
abstainers, whereas adults ≥65 years who were consistent low-risk drinkers had a 24%
decrease in odds of developing functional limitations compared to consistent abstainers
(Table 3). Again, other drinking patterns were not associated with decrease in odds of
incident functional limitation compared to consistent abstainers. Among adults ≥65 years of
age, the effect estimate for recent quitters suggested a non-significant but possible increase
in odds of incident functional limitation compared to consistent abstainers.

Discussion
In a population-based sample of U.S. adults 50 years and older who had no functional
limitations at baseline, this study found that slightly less than 1/2 of the individuals were
consistent abstainers and approximately 1/5 of the individuals were consistent low-risk
drinkers. Compared to consistent abstainers, consistent low-risk drinking was associated
with lower odds of developing functional limitations. The association of consistent low-risk
drinking and lower odds of functional limitations was found to be greater among adults 50–
64 years of age than among adults older than 65 years of age.
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Among the older drinkers in this study, 16.7% were either recent quitters or mixed pattern
drinkers over a 2-year span, indicating that a significant number of older drinkers did not
have stable drinking patterns. This finding of changes in alcohol consumption over time was
in accordance with other studies that found only 54.3% of older adults remained in the same
drinking category over a 2-year span (Chen & Hardy, 2009), and that changes in drinking
behavior do occur after the age of 50 where 30% of the older adults were sporadic drinkers,
20.7% steady drinkers, 18.4% decreasing drinkers, and 2.2% increasing drinkers (Platt et al.,
2010). Although the exact mechanisms underlying the beneficial effects of alcohol are
unclear, the benefits through potential biological mechanisms, such as decreased platelet
aggregation, improved endothelial function, and increased high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (de Jong et al., 2008; Mann & Folts, 2004), are likely associated with longer
term rather than short term exposure. Therefore, taking into account alcohol patterns over
time may be important to capture individuals who are more likely to accrue the benefits
from light to moderate alcohol use.
Certain sociodemographic and health-related factors were found to modify the beneficial
effects of light to moderate alcohol consumption. A study found that moderate alcohol use
was associated with lower all-cause mortality among Chinese older adults, but the protective
J Aging Health. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 August 1.
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effect was more pronounced among men with poorer health status (Sun et al., 2009). Other
studies have found that the beneficial effect of alcohol use was stronger in women and those
with good or better self-rated health (Karlamangla et al., 2009; Maraldi et al., 2009). We did
not find significant interactions between drinking patterns and gender or self-rated health
status in our study. However, less than 10% of our sample had fair or poor self-rated health
at baseline, and the small sample size in that strata could have limited our ability to detect
modification by health status. We did find differences in the magnitude of benefit by age,
where consistent low-risk drinkers 50–64 years had more benefit than consistent low-risk
drinkers ≥65 years of age. The difference in the effect estimates from the stratified analyses
could potentially arise because different cutoffs were used to determine drinking limits for
male drinkers 50–64 years and male drinkers ≥65 years of age. Therefore, additional
analyses were performed using the same cutoff for drinking limit for all older adults in the
sample (low-risk drinking defined as ≤14 drinks per week and no binge drinking), and the
results obtained were similar to our main finding. Therefore, this suggested that difference in
the magnitude of the beneficial effect of consistent low-risk drinking was not substantially
affected by the choice of cutoff for drinking limits. There are some other possible
explanations. Studies have found that older adults with poorer health have steeper decline in
alcohol use, and having a history of problem or heavy drinking has been associated with less
stable and larger changes in alcohol use over time (Brennan et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2002;
Platt et al., 2010). Another study found that 23–38% of heavy drinkers became light to
moderate drinkers over a 14–18 year period (Eigenbrodt et al., 2001). Therefore, it is
possible that older adults who were classified as consistent low-risk drinkers in this study
may have used more alcohol or were problem drinkers when they were younger and may
have developed functional limitations due to effects from earlier heavier alcohol use. Also,
as older adults age, they have increased sensitivity to the negative effects of alcohol due to
age-related physiological changes and increased number of comorbidities and medications
use (Moore et al., 2006; Moore et al., 1999; Moore et al., 2007; Vestal et al., 1977), which
may diminish the beneficial effects of low-risk alcohol use. These factors may lessen the
beneficial effects of consistent low-risk drinking among those ≥65 years of age compared to
those 50–64 years of age. Several studies have included adults <65 years in their study
sample but did not assess any potential differences between those younger and older than 65
years of age (Chen & Hardy, 2009; Karlamangla et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Moore et al.,
2003; Perreira & Sloan, 2002). Future studies should confirm and evaluate other factors that
may modify the effects of alcohol consumption on variety of health outcomes.
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There are some limitations to this study. Similar to most other observational studies of the
association between alcohol consumption and functional disabilities, both alcohol use and
functional measures were obtained from self-reports. Inaccurate reporting of alcohol
consumption may lead to misclassification of drinking patterns and missing data on alcohol
consumption may result in biased estimates. Also, those individuals who may have stopped
alcohol use before the survey may be classified as abstainers and not recent quitters, which
may also bias the results. Functional limitations were evaluated at discrete time points and
development of impairments during the interval periods could not be ascertained, and
missing data on functional status may potentially affect the results if participants who
developed functional limitations did not participate in subsequent surveys. While this study
examined drinking patterns at two time points over a two-year period, assessing alcohol
consumption over a longer period of time may provide an even more accurate picture of
actual drinking patterns and information about their effects on function. Lastly, individuals
in this sample were community-dwelling U.S. older adults who were mostly non-Hispanic
white, and results from this study may not be applicable to institutionalized individuals or to
older adults who are of different racial or ethnic backgrounds and those in worse health.
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In conclusion, we found that consistent low-risk drinking among older adults was associated
with lower odds of developing functional limitations compared to consistent abstainers,
particularly for older middle-aged adults 50–64 years of age. Almost 20% of older adults
changed their drinking patterns over a 2-year span, and the association between alcohol use
and functional limitations was not found among those with unstable drinking patterns,
especially recent quitters ≥65 years of age, and among consistent high risk drinkers. These
findings suggested the importance of evaluating changes in alcohol consumption over time
when looking for association of alcohol use and health outcomes. These results add to the
growing literature on the effect of alcohol consumption and function, and provide the first
evidence of potential association of consistent low-risk drinking pattern and maintaining
function among older community-dwelling adults.
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Figure 1.

Flow diagram describing study sample who were ≥50 years in the HRS 2000 survey.
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Associations Between Drinking Patterns and Development of Functional Limitations Among the Entire
Samplea
Unadjusted OR (95% CI)

p-value

Adjusted ORb (95% CI)

p-value

Drinking Patterns
Consistent abstainers

1.0

1.0

Consistent low-risk

0.48 (0.39–0.58)

<.001

0.69 (0.57–0.83)

<.001

Consistent high risk

0.56 (0.45–0.69)

<.001

0.90 (0.73–1.11)

0.33

Recent quitters

0.99 (0.70–1.39)

0.95

1.14 (0.81–1.59)

0.45

Other mixed patterns

0.59 (0.47–0.74)

<.001

0.86 (0.69–1.07)

0.18

a

Analyses included 8740 observations.

b

Adjusted for age, gender, marital status, race/ethnicity, education, employment status, income, self-rated health, smoking status, and chronic
conditions.
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Associations Between Drinking Patterns and Development of Functional Limitations, Stratified by Agea
Adults 50–64 yearsb
Adjusted OR (95% CI)

p-value

Adults ≥65 yearsc
Adjusted OR (95% CI)

p-value

Drinking Patterns
Consistent abstainers

1.0

1.0

Consistent low-risk

0.49 (0.34–0.73)

<.001

0.76 (0.61–0.95)

0.02

Consistent high risk

1.05 (0.74–1.50)

0.77

0.79 (0.62–1.03)

0.09

Recent quitters

0.85 (0.44–1.65)

0.64

1.25 (0.84–1.86)

0.27

Mixed patterns

0.76 (0.51–1.13)

0.17

0.92 (0.70–1.19)

0.51

a

Random-effects logistic regressions adjusted for age, gender, marital status, race/ethnicity, education, employment status, income, self-rated
health, smoking status, and chronic conditions.
b

Analysis included 3159 observations.

c
Analysis included 5581 observations.
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